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"The Imperial Wife is a smart, engaging novel that parallels two fascinating worlds and two singular women.
Irina Reyn writes beautifully of immigrants, art and the vagaries of love."--Jess Walter, National Book Award
finalist and author of theNew York Times bestseller,Beautiful RuinsTwo women's lives collide when a
priceless Russian artifact comes to light. Tanya Kagan, a rising specialist in Russian art at a top New York
auction house, is trying to entice Russia's wealthy oligarchs to bid on the biggest sale of her career, The Order
of Saint Catherine, while making sense of the sudden and unexplained departure of her husband. As questions
arise over the provenance of the Order and auction fever kicks in, Reyn takes us into the dazzling world of
Catherine the Great, the infamous 18th-century empress, who may have owned the priceless artifact, and who,
it turns out, faced many of the same issues Tanya wrestles with in her own life. Suspenseful and beautifully
written,The Imperial Wife asks whether we view female ambition any differently today than we did in the
past. Can a contemporary marriage withstand an "Imperial Wife"?
Porcelain Barbie Collection was inspired by the design of the Imperial Spring Flowers Easter Egg, presented
by Tsar Alexander III to his wife, Marie Feodorovna. old farmer's son Georgy Jachmenev steps in front of an
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2016, 12min) . bloody purges and mounting cruelty of the imperial Roman. from the wise Augustus and his
villainous wife Livia to the sadistic Tiberius and the insane. Odds / Innsatsfordeling: Hagmyren, mandag 06.
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